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Abstract

This study investigates the development of open access (OA) to journal articles from authors affiliated with German universities and non-university research institutions in the period 2010-2018. Beyond determining the overall share of openly available articles, a systematic classification of distinct categories of OA publishing allows to identify different patterns of adoption to OA. Taking into account the particularities of the German research landscape, variations in terms of productivity, OA uptake and approaches to OA are examined at the meso-level and possible explanations are discussed.

The development of the OA uptake is analysed for the different research sectors in Germany (universities, non-university research institutes of the Helmholtz Association, Fraunhofer Society, Max Planck Society, Leibniz Association, and government research agencies). Combining several data sources (incl. Web of Science, Unpaywall, an authority file of standardised German affiliation information, the ISSN-Gold-OA 3.0 list, and OpenDOAR), the study confirms the growth of the OA share mirroring the international trend reported in related studies. We found that 45\% of all considered articles in the observed period were openly available at the time of analysis. Our findings show that subject-specific repositories are the most prevalent OA type. However, the percentages for publication in fully OA journals and OA via institutional repositories show similarly steep increases.

Enabling data-driven decision-making regarding OA implementation in Germany at the institutional level, the results of this study furthermore can serve as a baseline to assess the impact recent transformative agreements with major publishers will likely have on scholarly communication.
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Introduction

Open access (OA) to scholarly literature, defined as being "digital, online, free of charge, and free of most copyright and licensing restrictions" (Suber, 2012), has gained a prominent position on the agendas of research, policy-makers and academic publishing. Consequently, an evolving body of bibliometric research investigates the uptake of this publishing model. While strong evidence exists that OA is growing (Laakso & Björk, 2012; Archambault et al. 2014; Piwowar et al., 2018), quantitative studies focusing on countries and research institutions revealed notable variations from the general trend (Bosman & Kramer 2018; Martin-Martín et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2020; Robinson-García et al., 2020). Here, we contribute to this evolving evidence-base of OA to journal articles at the level of institutions with an analysis of the situation in Germany between 2010 and 2018.

Investigating the German research landscape and its OA uptake is of particular interest for several reasons: The first is Germany's country-specific broad range of mainly publicly funded universities and non-university research organisations. Germany is not only a country with a strong publication output in terms of journal articles (Wohlgemuth et al., 2017; National Science Board, National Science Foundation, 2019; Stahlschmidt et al., 2019), but it also has a diverse landscape of research institutions producing these research outputs. In addition to universities, significant parts of basic and applied research is conducted by non-university research institutions belonging to other sectors, each of them having different functions and different missions in the German research landscape¹. Yet, institutional OA studies and rankings often restrict their focus on universities (e.g. Abediyarandi & Mayr, 2019), overlooking the impact of non-university research in Germany and other countries (Rovira et al., 2019). An analysis at the level of institutions by sectors that takes into account their different functions therefore complements investigations related to the OA uptake of universities.

Another reason is that German research institutions and organisations are not just early adopters of OA, but have also shaped European and global OA policies. Prominent examples are the Berlin Declaration on Open Access² (2003) and the recent OA 2020 Initiative³, calling for transitioning subscription-based journal publishing to OA. Since then, Germany's large diversity of institutionalised forms of research organisations has led to a decentralised adoption of OA. By contrast, some other European countries followed a more centralised approach coordinated by national research funding bodies. For instance, the United Kingdom, a country with similar research productivity in terms of journal publications, implements national OA policies with a strong focus on providing fee-based OA via journals and centralised management of OA funding streams via block grants (Pinfield et al., 2016). Similar to the international situation, German funders and research organisations alike increasingly negotiate transformative agreements, in which spendings for subscription and open access publication are considered together, focusing on large publishers at the national level. In particular, the broad cancelation of Elsevier journals

¹ See section Public Research Landscape in Germany.
² https://openaccess.mpg.de/Berlin-Declaration
³ https://oa2020.org/
caused international attention (Else, 2018). However, the DEAL consortium\(^4\), comprising most universities and non-university research institutions in Germany, has successfully negotiated agreements with Wiley and Springer Nature that came into effect in 2019, and in the beginning of 2020, respectively (Vogel, 2019).

Previous bibliometric studies devoted to OA at the institutional level complement global (Laakso & Björk, 2012; Archambault et al. 2014; Piwowar et al., 2018), disciplinary (Severin et al., 2020) and funder-specific analyses (Larivière & Sugimoto 2018). In particular, Huang et al. (2020) argue for institutional OA studies because of policy interventions. The authors investigated the influence of external policies and funder requirements on the OA publication output of universities. They found varying OA uptake levels and differing OA adoption strategies across universities and countries. In 2019, the CWTS Leiden Ranking\(^5\) started to present OA indicators. Analysing the underlying evidence-base revealed notable discrepancies between countries and institutions in terms of the OA adoption (Robinson-Garcia et al., 2020). Both related studies stressed conceptual and methodological challenges. Most importantly, affiliation information from bibliometric databases needed to be cleaned and normalised before carrying out the institutional level analyses. Likewise, not only choices of bibliographic data sources were critical, but also a data-driven classification of OA types. While the OA discovery service Unpaywall\(^6\) has become the de facto standard for OA bibliometric studies, the studies argued that additional OA evidence sources need to be integrated.

Against this background, our study has three main objectives. First, we aim to determine the extent to which the journal publication output of German research institutions covered by the Web of Science is OA. The point in time of the analysis is chosen strategically. It focuses on the publication period from 2010 until 2018 and was conducted before a widespread adoption of transformation agreements. As large impacts of these agreements can be expected (Schimmer et al., 2015), the results reported in this article can serve as a baseline for future studies.

Second, a bibliometric analysis of the German research system needs to reflect its complexity. We will therefore review the different sectors and their specific missions, and how they are shaped by a discipline or subject field (see Table 1). For the bibliometric investigation, we draw on disambiguated affiliation information for German universities and non-university research organisations included in the Web of Science in-house database from the Competence Center for Bibliometrics\(^7\) (Rimmert et al., 2017). This allows determining institutional publication activities, as well as to compare them against their specific missions and disciplinary profiles.

Finally, the paper does not stop at reporting the overall OA uptake in Germany, but also highlights different OA adoption strategies. For this aim, a data-driven classification effort combines data from the widely used OA discovery service Unpaywall with journal-specific open access status information from the ISSN-GOLD-OA 3.0 list (Bruns et al., 2019) and repository metadata from

---

\(^4\) [https://www.projekt-deal.de/](https://www.projekt-deal.de/)

\(^5\) [https://www.leidenranking.com/](https://www.leidenranking.com/)

\(^6\) [https://unpaywall.org/](https://unpaywall.org/)

\(^7\) [http://www.forschungsinfo.de/Bibliometrie/en/](http://www.forschungsinfo.de/Bibliometrie/en/)
the Directory of Open Access Repositories (OpenDOAR). This allows us to extend and further describe which OA patterns were most commonly adopted in Germany.

Following this approach, the article addresses the following research questions:

RQ1: How did the OA fraction of the publication output of German universities and non-university research institutions develop over the period 2010-2018?

RQ2: Which differences between the research sectors of the German research system can be found in terms of OA adoption and what are possible explanations for them?

RQ3: Which OA approach is most prevalent, and is it possible to identify different patterns of adoption to OA?

The next section will review the research landscape and OA adoption in Germany. After that, we will present our OA classification and describe how we obtained our data. Results are presented and discussed for each research question, and followed by general conclusions.

Background

Public Research Landscape in Germany

Compared with other countries, the German research system is comprised of a large diversity of different types of organisations (Powell & Dusdal, 2017). The research system consists of a private sector (i.e. research units funded by for-profit companies) and a public sector (i.e. research organisations that receive basic funding from the German government, one of Germany's 16 federal states, or a combination of both). The public sector is differentiated in a number of sub sectors, each of them having a particular mission (Dusdal et al., 2020). In what follows, we focus on the public sector only and consider the development of the institutional landscape until 2016 to make sure that each institution existed at least for two years within our observation period.

*Universities (UNI)*: In terms of publication output, universities are the largest sector in the German research system. In 2016, the sector consisted of 96 universities excluding universities of applied sciences, universities of administration, universities of education, theological colleges, and colleges of art. The number of scientific staff at all universities (including universities of education and theological colleges) was 286,691 full time equivalents in 2018 (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2019) and the budget of all universities (including medical and health science institutions at universities) summed up to 48.989 billion Euro (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2020b). Given that universities follow at least the two missions research and teaching, only parts of the budget were spent on research. Governing bodies are the federal states that contribute the majority of 75% of the funding of the universities. The federal government is involved in the funding of universities via programmes like the Excellence strategy, Hochschulpakt, and Professorinnenprogramm.  

8 https://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/excellence_strategy/index.html
9 https://www.bmbf.de/de/hochschulpakt-2020-506.html
10 https://www.bmbf.de/de/das-professorinnenprogramm-236.html
Ten percent of the budget comes from private sources and includes primarily contract research. With a few exceptions of smaller universities, the research portfolio of the large majority of the universities cover many disciplines and subjects often ranging from the natural sciences, life sciences and engineering, to the social sciences and the humanities (Dusdal et al., 2020). Although important differences between the disciplinary profiles of universities exist, the publication output of each university is usually not dominated by the publication culture of a single discipline. Some tensions can also arise from the structural preconditions associated with university governance. On the one hand, German universities are public institutions that are predominantly funded by one of the states. On the other hand, the German constitution guarantees individual members of the universities ‘freedom of teaching and research’. These conditions result in low institutional autonomy and high autonomy of the individuals, especially professors (Schimank, 2005). Regarding the advancement of OA, universities tend to be responsive towards specific targets especially when set by the state, while the ability to enforce compliance of the universities’ members is low.

Helmholtz Association (HGF): The Helmholtz Association is an umbrella organisation that consists of 21 Helmholtz Research Centres conducting large-scale research. Given that the organisation provides large-scale research facilities and instrumentation that is open to the use by the international scientific community, it has strong international collaborations. Today’s mission of the Helmholtz Association is to contribute to solutions to grand challenges in the fields of ‘energy’, ‘earth and environment’, ‘health’, ‘aeronautics, space and transport’, ‘matter’, and ‘future technologies’ (Goebelbecker, 2005). Therefore, each centre has a disciplinary profile with a strong publication output in specific fields, for example in engineering or health. The volume of public expenditures was 4.404 billion Euro in 2018, of which 90% came from the federal government and 10% from the state in which the research centre is located (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2020a). The staff in research and development at the centres sum up to 32,853 full time equivalents (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2020a). Compared with other German research organizations, the Helmholtz Association and each individual centre tend to have a strong organizational hierarchy. This is also reflected in the OA activities of the Helmholtz Association which are coordinated by a central unit – the Helmholtz Open Science Office.\(^\text{11}\) The tasks of the office focus on policy and support, however, OA facilities such as institutional repositories or publication funds are managed by each research centre.

Fraunhofer Society (FhS): The mission of the Fraunhofer Society is to perform application- and technology-oriented research for the industry but also for the service sector and the government (Mitchell, 1998). It aims to bridge the innovation gap of basic research and supports a rapid commercialisation of technology. Established in 1949, it is organised in a number of Fraunhofer institutes, each of these being centres of excellence in a well-defined area of research. In view of its application-oriented mission, it is not surprising that the main outcomes of the Fraunhofer institutes do not necessarily address the scientific community in the format of scientific publications but also consists of patents as a means to transfer knowledge. The autonomy of the institutes is high within a framework of uniform rules and contracts. The Fraunhofer Society is a non-profit organisation that rests on three pillars of funding: Institutional funding (roughly 30%),

\(^{11}\) https://os.helmholtz.de/
contract research and publicly funded research projects (roughly 70% together). In 2018, the volume of public expenditures for the Fraunhofer Society was 2.562 billion Euro and the number of staff in research and development (full time equivalents) was 18,206 (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2020a). This study covers all 68 Fraunhofer institutes that existed in Germany in 2016 but also other facilities of the Fraunhofer Society such as Fraunhofer Working Groups, Fraunhofer Alliances and Fraunhofer Centres. The Fraunhofer Society has a uniform OA policy\(^\text{12}\) and provides a central repository that is open to all members of the society.

**Max Planck Society (MPS):** The Max Planck Society is an independent non-profit organisation with the mission to support research excellence in fundamental research. It consists of a number of Max Planck Institutes (MPIs) that are organised in three sections: Chemistry, Physics and Technology Section, Biology and Medicine Section, and Human Science Section (Hergersberg, 2008). Each of the MPIs should be organised and run according to the Harnack principle, that can be understood as the guiding idea to build institutes around outstanding researchers. They are selected by the council of the Max Planck Society and make all decisions hiring staff (Peacock, 2016). Today, building on the original idea, MPIs are run by ‘collegial directorships’ involving two to five directors. Because of the Harnack principle, each institute has a comparatively narrow subject focus and the publication output may therefore be represented by the specific publication culture of a subject field. Moreover, the autonomy of the Max Planck Society and each institute are both high. Roughly 90% of the budget of Max Planck Society are public funds that summed up to 1.993 billion € in 2018, of which 50% comes from the federal government and 50% from the federal states. The society currently employs 15,736 full time equivalent staff in research and development (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2020a). With the Max Planck Digital Library (MPDL), the Max Planck Society has a central unit that is responsible for the provision of scientific information to all institutes of the society. It is an OA proponent and supplies infrastructures and services including repositories and publication funds for all members of the society. This study covers all of the 86 MPIs located in Germany in 2016 but also other organisational entities like Max Planck centres, networks and groups. MPIs that are located in foreign countries are not considered as part of the German research system.

**Leibniz Association (WGL):** The Leibniz Association is an incorporated society of independent institutes and research organisations that derive half of their basic budget from the federal government while the other half comes from the federal state in which the institute is located. Due to the historical development, the Leibniz Association consists of a large diversity of institutes and organizations with different missions. It includes institutes that are dedicated to basic and applied research but also organisations with the purpose to maintain research infrastructures (like museums, libraries and collections) and to provide research-based services. A precondition of an organisation to be incorporated into the Leibniz Association is excellence in performance regarding their mission and interest and relevance of the work for the federal states as a whole (Wissenschaftsrat, 2013). Each institute is assigned to one of the five sections of the Leibniz Association, ‘Humanities and Educational Research’, ‘Economics, Social Sciences, Spatial Research’, ‘Life Sciences’, ‘Mathematics, Natural Sciences, Engineering’, and ‘Environmental Sciences’. The sections reflect that most of the organisations have a relatively narrow focus

\(^{12}\) [https://www.openaccess.fraunhofer.de/en/open-access-strategy.html](https://www.openaccess.fraunhofer.de/en/open-access-strategy.html)
regarding the topics studied and – in many cases – a clear orientation towards a discipline. In
2018, the organisations of Leibniz Association received an overall volume of 1.807 billion Euro of
public funds and the number of staff in research and development (full time equivalents) was
12,946 (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2020a). Besides the cooperation within sections, institutes of
the Leibniz Association cooperate on a cross-sectional level to develop thematic profiles in so
called ‘Leibniz Research Alliances’ and ‘Leibniz Research Networks’. Moreover, the institutes of
the Leibniz Association maintain research collaborations with universities in the format of so called
Leibniz Science Campi. OA as a field of action is put forward by a mixture of central and decentral
approaches. On the level of the association, the Leibniz Association has uniform OA guidelines
and policies, an aggregator for publications archived in repositories of the institutes
(LeibnizOpen) and a central publication fund. On the level of the institutes, institutional
repositories are provided. This study covers all 95 entities of the Leibniz Association with a
research mission that were part of the association in 2016.

Government Research Agencies (GRA) of the federal states: The mission of the Government
Research Agencies is threefold. First, the aim of the institutions is to conduct research, second,
they provide policy advice, and third, they are involved in state regulation, standardisation, and
marketing authorisation (Barlösius, 2010). The category Government Research Agencies was
created by the ministries of the federal states and in most cases Government Research Agencies
are subordinate agencies of a ministry. The authoritative list of all Government Research
Agencies is included in the Bundesberichte Forschung und Innovation, published by the Federal
Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF, 2016). In consideration of their mission, research in
Government Research Agencies is oriented towards the demand of the governing ministry and is
therefore problem-oriented, applied, and in many cases also interdisciplinary. The profile of each
agency focuses on a specific topic, for example, traffic and transportation, materials research,
labour market research, or nutrition. In 2018, the overall budget of the Government Research
Agencies was 2.370 billion Euro including 1.196 billion Euro for research and development and
the number of staff in research and development (full time equivalents) was 9,747 (Statistisches
Bundesamt, 2020a). Regarding OA, the “AG Ressortforschungseinrichtungen”, a network of
many Government Research Agencies, mentions the goal of OA to publications in one of their
statements (AG Ressortforschungseinrichtungen, 2013) but the support of OA takes place on the
level of individual agencies. This study covers all 67 Government Research Agencies with a
research mission that were part of the association in 2016.

13 http://www.leibnizopen.de/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UNI</th>
<th>HGF</th>
<th>FhS</th>
<th>MPS</th>
<th>WGL</th>
<th>GRA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mission</td>
<td>Teaching/research</td>
<td>Basic research/provision of large infrastructure</td>
<td>Applied Research and development</td>
<td>Basic research</td>
<td>Research/provision of research infrastructure</td>
<td>Expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Academic/economy</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplinary Profil</td>
<td>Diverse</td>
<td>Scientific fields</td>
<td>Subjects and specialties</td>
<td>Subjects and specialties</td>
<td>Disciplines</td>
<td>Inter-disciplinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy of members</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional autonomy(^a)</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA Activities</td>
<td>Decentral</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Decentral</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Decentral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of institutions(^b)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Institutional autonomy is a heuristic dimension that describes to what extent institutions are able to define research priorities themselves and to make decisions regarding their organisational structure.

\(^b\)Number of institutions included in this study that represent the institutional landscape until 2016. Analyses on the national and sectoral level additionally include publications associated with specific working groups, centres or sectoral networks, as well as articles that can be attributed to a sector but not a specific institute (residual categories). See Tables S.2.2 - S.2.7 in the supplementary material for detailed lists which institutes and additional categories are covered.

**Table 1** Main characteristics of sectors in the German research landscape.
Open Access in Germany

This empirical study focuses on OA journal articles from authors affiliated with German universities and non-university research institutions between 2010 and 2018. During that period, support structures for OA publishing in Germany broadened. Similar to the international situation (Pinfield, 2015), research policies and measures targeted OA through journals and repositories simultaneously. To contextualize our investigation, we will briefly review major OA advancements in Germany.

Policy context

German universities, research organisations and funders were among the first to officially support the Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities which was initiated by the Max Planck Society in October 2003. Shortly after, they began to outline their strategies (Schmidt & Ilg-Hartbecke, 2009). The German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft - DFG), the largest German research funder, made OA an integral part of its funding policies. But also many universities and research organisations have committed to OA since then. To coordinate OA policies and activities, the Alliance of Science Organisations in Germany \(^\text{14}\) formed the priority initiative “Digitale Information” \(^\text{15}\) in 2008. Although not directly involved in this initiative, many states and the federal government committed to OA as well. As one of the first federal states in Germany, Berlin launched its “Open Access Initiative” in 2015, providing structural support to implement its policy including annual OA monitoring (Voigt et al., 2018). At the federal level, the German copyright law introduced a clause in 2014, which allows authors to make their final accepted manuscripts freely available through, for instance, an OA repository, if the results originated from mainly publicly-funded research activities, and if the work appeared in a periodical.\(^\text{16}\) The embargo period is twelve months after publication regardless of the publisher’s policy. In 2017, the Federal Ministry of Education and Research announced funding for a country-wide OA monitoring effort based at the Forschungszentrum Jülich \(^\text{17}\).

Journal-provided OA (Gold OA)

In Germany, universities and research organisations have promoted OA via both journals and repositories. The DFG has strongly influenced how publication in OA journals is supported. Since 2007, the funder has provided financial support to OA journals affiliated with a German university or society, targeting both new-born and established journals that intended to transfer to an OA business model (Fournier, 2007). In 2011, the first DFG-funded university-wide publication funds to cover publication fees, often called article-processing charges (APCs), began to operate. Before this, only a few institutional funds existed (Eppelin et al., 2012). Combined with financial support to pay APCs, the DFG enforced a set of criteria that resulted in similar policies regarding

---

\(^{14}\) Members of the Alliance are the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD), the German Research Foundation (DFG), the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, the Helmholtz Association, the German Rectors’ Conference (HRK), the Leibniz Association, the Max Planck Society, the German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina and the German Council of Science and Humanities (Wissenschaftsrat).

\(^{15}\) https://www.allianzinitiative.de/

\(^{16}\) https://www.bildung-forschung.digital/de/zweitveroeffentlichungsrecht-2667.html

\(^{17}\) https://open-access-monitor.de/
the reimbursement of publication fees across German universities (Fournier & Weihberg, 2013). According to these criteria, publication fee spending was capped at € 2,000 per article and hybrid journals were excluded from funding.

Although non-university research organisations had not been able to apply for DFG support to cover publication fees, they aligned their efforts (Bruch et al., 2015). For example, the Forschungszentrum Jülich and the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, both affiliated with the Helmholtz Association, excluded articles in hybrid journals from funding according to the Open Access Directory18. Likewise, the Leibniz Association, set up a dedicated OA fund supporting articles published in fully OA journals. In terms of workflows, the Max Planck Society acted as a role model by handling publication fee spending centrally through the Max Planck Digital Library (MPDL) (Schimmer et al., 2013; Sikora & Geschuhn, 2015). Because of the aligned funding criteria for publication fees, Germany's spending profile differed from that of the United Kingdom or Austria where no price caps were in place, and where the hybrid model was funded extensively (Jahn & Tullney, 2016; Pinfield et al., 2016).

German funders, universities and research organisations increasingly negotiate OA agreements with major publishers. Germany has a long tradition of joint licensing of digital collections, both from a national and a federal state perspective. These agreements have evolved over time, starting from subscription and archiving licenses, and increasingly take the emerging OA models into account. Since the foundation of the “Digital Information Initiative” in 2010, national licensing of electronic journals were further developed into opt-in consortia-based “alliance licenses” that allowed participating institutions to deposit articles from their institutions immediately or after an embargo period. From 2014 onwards, the Max Planck Society, the Helmholtz Society and many universities have contributed financially to the international SCOAP³ consortium19, which aims at converting subscription-based high-energy physics journals to OA (Kohls & Mele, 2018). Relating its activities to the international OA2020 initiative, which calls for a transparent approach to re-allocate budgets currently spent for subscriptions to OA business models, the DFG introduced the funding program "Open Access Transition Agreements" in 2017. It aims at library consortia negotiating Germany-wide transformative agreements with publishers. Likewise, the German DEAL consortium, representing more than 700 universities and non-university research institutions, planned to transact transformative agreements with the leading publishers Elsevier, Springer Nature and Wiley. So far, Germany-wide transformative agreements were successfully negotiated with Springer Nature, Wiley, IOP Publishing and Cambridge University Press, while negotiations with Elsevier stalled (Vogel, 2019). Presumably, these Germany-wide agreements, which all came into effect after 2018 (2018 is the end date of our investigation) will lead to an increased proportion of OA journal articles published by corresponding authors affiliated with German universities and research organisations.

Repository-provided OA (Green OA)

Complementary to the journal route, OA via repositories, interoperable online archives for scholarly works, has been endorsed by OA policies. According to Schmidt & Ilg-Hartbecke (2009) already half of research-intensive universities in Germany maintained a repository before 2010.

---

18 http://oad.simmons.edu/oadwiki/OA_publication_funds
19 https://scoap3.org/
Today, most universities and research organisations provide an institutional repository; at the same time, they encourage self-archiving in subject-specific repositories. Again, the DFG provided support for the launch and networking of repositories. In Germany there are only very few institutional OA policies which mandate deposit of publications in repositories. The University of Konstanz, for instance, has required authors affiliated with the university to take advantage of the German copyright reform to self-archive accepted manuscripts, leading to a yet unresolved legal dispute between the University of Konstanz and university lecturers.

The German repository landscape is characterised by a high level of standardisation. Following the international Open Archive Initiative (OAI) (Lagoze & van de Sompel, 2003), the German Initiative for Networked Information (Deutsche Initiative für Netzwerkinformation - DINI) has promoted web standards to ensure that OA literature in repositories is discoverable, preserved and exchangeable. Since 2004, DINI has certified repositories against a comprehensive set of criteria (Müller & Schirmbacher, 2007). From the beginning, these criteria have been aligned with the OAI standards and related European standardisation efforts driven by the EU-funded projects DRIVER (Lossau & Peters, 2008), OpenAIRE (Schirrwagen et al., 2013) and the Confederation of Open Access Repositories (COAR e.V.). The German Bielefeld Academic Search Engine (BASE) is a prominent example demonstrating the outstanding importance of the OAI standards for OA adoption in Germany and worldwide (Pieper & Summann 2006).

**Methodology**

Data were assembled from multiple sources to obtain the OA profile of German universities and non-university research organisations between 2010 and 2018 as described in Figure 1. Table 2 presents the study’s OA classification and operationalisation methodology.

![Fig. 1 Study design: schematic display of gathering, matching, and preprocessing of data (read from left to right). First, article-level data was obtained from the Web of Science in-house database of the German Competence Centre for Bibliometrics (WoS-KB) including its standardised affiliation information. Next, fully OA journals were identified using the ISSN Gold-OA 3.0 list. Article-level OA evidence from Unpaywall (data snapshot from February 2020) was added by DOI matching. After that, Unpaywall’s OA evidence was complemented with data from OpenDOAR to further differentiate OA categories.](https://www.base-search.net/)
The Web of Science in-house database maintained by the German Competence Center for Bibliometrics (WoS-KB), 2019 version, was used to determine the publication output of German universities and non-university research institutions. The main advantage of the WoS-KB for the purpose of our study is its disambiguated address information (Rimmert et al., 2017; Donner et al., 2020), which not only allowed obtaining the publication output at the institutional level, but also to interlink them to the specific sectors of the German research system. The institutional disambiguation authority file was developed at the Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies of Science at Bielefeld University and works as a central component with a “near-complete national-scale coverage” of Germany's institutions represented in the Web of Science (Donner et al., 2020). Accordingly, Donner et al. (2020) reported a very high accuracy. The disambiguated affiliation system for German institutions can, thus, serve as a gold standard for institution name disambiguation. Technically, the address information was generated via a rule-based affiliation disambiguation system. For our study, we used address information for about 2000 German academic institutions, distributed across all research sectors.

Following Peter Suber’s seminal work (2012), we distinguished between OA provided by journals (“Gold OA”) and repositories (“Green OA”). These top-level categories were further differentiated into OA subtypes by a combination of different data sources:

- **Fully OA Journal**: To identify articles in fully OA journals the ISSN-GOLD-OA 3.0 list (Bruns et al., 2019) and Unpaywall’s journal classification (Piwowar et al., 2019) were combined to create an exhaustive list. We were able to identify 1,986 fully OA journals that included at least one article authored by a researcher at a German research institution, according to WoS-KB. Of these, 1,322 were classified as such by both data sources, 158 only by Unpaywall, and 506 exclusively by the ISSN-GOLD-OA 3.0 list.

- **Other OA Journal**: Based on article-level evidence from Unpaywall, articles were assigned to the category ‘Other OA Journal’ if Unpaywall’s field ‘host type’ (specifying if a resource was found on a publisher hosted platform or in a repository) was tagged as ‘publisher’ but the journal was not fully OA. Because of lacking evidence when a journal made an article openly available (Akbaritabar & Stahlschmidt, 2019; Piwowar et al., 2019), we decided not to apply Unpaywall’s classification of “hybrid” and “bronze”.

- **Repository-provided OA**: To identify articles in repositories we, again, built on Unpaywall. Domains from repository full-texts links were extracted and matched with the Directory of Open Access Repositories (OpenDOAR), a comprehensive registry of repositories supporting the OAI standard. Using the OpenDOAR repository classification, we distinguished between institutional, discipline-based, and other types of repositories. If a domain was **not listed in OpenDOAR**, repository full-texts were classified as “other”.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Evidence Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journal-provided OA (Gold OA)</td>
<td>full_oa_journal</td>
<td>Article published in a fully OA journal</td>
<td>(host_type = &quot;publisher&quot; AND journal_is_oa = TRUE) OR journal listed in ISSN-GOLD-OA 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other_oa_journal</td>
<td>Article full text provided by a non-fully OA journal</td>
<td>host_type = &quot;publisher&quot; AND NOT (journal_is_oa = TRUE OR journal listed in ISSN-GOLD-OA 3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repository-provided OA (Green OA)</td>
<td>opendoar_inst</td>
<td>Article full text provided by an institutional repository registered in OpenDOAR</td>
<td>- Article full text domains from Unpaywall Data with host_type = &quot;repository&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>opendoar_subject</td>
<td>Article full-text provided by a subject-specific repository registered in OpenDOAR</td>
<td>- OpenDOAR repository domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>opendoar_other</td>
<td>Article full-text provided by other types of repositories registered in OpenDOAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>other_repo</td>
<td>Article full-text provided by a repository, which is not registered in OpenDOAR</td>
<td>host_type = &quot;repository&quot; AND full text domain not listed in OpenDOAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Study design: OA classification. For both of the main OA routes (Gold and Green OA), the categorisation into subtypes, their definition as applied in this paper, and the evidence bases used for the distinctions are displayed.

The analysis was carried out in March 2020 using the most current datasets available at that time. We selected the document types "articles" and "reviews" from the Web of Science database editions Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE), Social Science Citation Index (SSCI), and Arts and Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI). We applied full counting of all authors, meaning that articles affiliated with authors from multiple institutions were counted once for each associated institution. In total, 871,922 articles from WoS-KB met our selection criteria. Of those, 95% had DOIs and 94% were matched to articles in Unpaywall. 5,966 DOIs in our WoS-KB sample could not be matched. Automated checking with the Crossref API using rcrossref (Chamberlain et al., 2020) revealed that 57% of non-matched DOIs did not resolve, while 43% were not registered by Crossref, but other agencies like DataCite. Unpaywall only tracks Crossref DOIs.
For analysis, we extensively used the tidyverse R package family (Wickham et al., 2019). Source code used for data gathering, analysis and validation including notebooks are available via GitHub\textsuperscript{21}.

**Results and Discussion**

**OA fraction of the German publication output**

In a first step, we analysed how the overall OA share of the German research system developed over the time period from 2010 until 2018. The following Figure 2 displays the number of publications with addresses of German research institutions and highlights the freely accessible subset. The overall OA share was 45% considering all years collectively. This finding is in line with results from Robinson-Garcia et al. (2020), who reported 43% as the global median OA share of publications from universities in the period 2014-2017, with a slightly higher share for German universities. Piwowar et al. (2018) reported a slightly lower OA percentage of 36% for a sample of 100,000 articles registered within the Web of Science that were published between 2009 and 2015.

![Fig. 2 Open access to journal articles from German research institutions by year.\textsuperscript{22}](image)

\textsuperscript{21} Access to the repository is restricted for now, but the repository will be made freely accessible by the time of publication.

\textsuperscript{22} See Table S.1.1 in the supplementary material for the explicit numbers.
As Figure 2 shows, the total number of articles, as well as the number of OA articles increased constantly over time. The absolute number of toll-access articles was quite stable with a slow increase from 52,803 in 2010 to 54,873 in 2013, and decreasing again from that point onwards to 51,430 publications in 2018. Since the number of OA articles increased continuously from 30,664 publications in 2010 to 55,649 in 2018, the relative proportion of OA articles rose from 37% in 2010 to 52% in 2018.

As an answer to research question RQ1, we were able to establish that the OA fraction of the publication output of German universities and non-university research institutions has been rising continuously over the observed time period from 2010 to 2018, confirming the international trend.
Differences between research sectors

In a next step, the development of the OA shares are analyzed for the different sectors (universities, non-university research institutes like MPS or WGL institutes, and government research agencies) of the German research system separately. The results are displayed in Figure 3.

![Graphs showing the development of OA/closed access articles by sectors (2010-2018).](image)

**Fig. 3** Development of the number of OA/closed access articles, by sectors (2010-2018). Note that scales for the vertical axes differ, since the total publication output varies significantly among sectors.

---

23 The exact numbers for each sector and year can be found in Table S.1.2 in the supplementary material.
Two results of the cross-sector comparison are highlighted: First, the total publication output varied strongly between sectors. The differences in the publication output do not result from the different sizes of the sectors (in terms of budget and staff) only but also reflect the different missions of the sectors. The publication outputs of the sectors oriented towards basic research (like UNI, MPS, and HGF) were considerably larger than those of sectors with a practice-oriented mission like GRA and the FhS. Second, a similar trend can be found with respect to the OA shares across all the sectors. Again, sectors with an academic orientation and basic research focused mission outperformed the two more practice-oriented sectors regarding the adoption of OA. Of all sectors, the MPS had the highest OA share over the whole period, rising from 59% in 2010 to 77% in 2018. The HGF shows a strong rise both in the overall publication output (from 10,365 publications in 2010 to 15,996 publications in 2018) and in the OA share that rose from about 47% in 2010 to about 63% in 2018. The example is of particular interest as it shows that an increase of the publication output does not necessarily have to happen at expense of the OA share. Compared with these numbers, the fraction of OA publications of the two sectors with practice-oriented missions were low (41% for GRA and 29% for FhS).

In order to deepen the understanding of OA within the German research landscape, the OA shares of individual institutions, grouped by sector were calculated. The analysis was restricted to institutions with a publication output of at least 100 publications in the period 2010-2018 and excluded administrative facilities as well as residual and aggregating categories. Of the 444 institutions in total, 320 meet these conditions, while 124 institutions with a cumulated volume of 6,259 articles were excluded from this step of the analysis.24

Figure 4 displays the results.

---

24 For the aggregated data of all individual institutes and categories, see Tables S.2.2 - S.2.7 in the supplementary material.
Fig. 4 OA shares and publication output of German research institutions with at least 100 publications in 2010-2018, grouped by sectors. Solid gray lines are obtained by linear regression within the sector, shaded gray areas are pointwise symmetric 95% t-distribution confidence bands. Dashed lines represent the median values of the OA share (red) and the publication output (orange) of the sectors. Labelled squares highlight institutions mentioned in the text. Scales of the x-axes vary across subplots in order to adapt to the different publication volumes.

A comparison of the scatter plots of the different sectors suggests that the distributions are not determined by a single factor but by a combination of different factors.

For UNI, the spread around the linear trend line was very low, indicating that the OA shares were partly determined by its size, as measured by their overall publication output - universities with larger publication outputs tended to have larger OA shares. Outliers with above-average OA shares were universities that strongly support OA or that are known as OA pioneers in Germany.
An example is the University of Konstanz with the highest overall OA share of 70% among all German universities. Compared with the other two basic research oriented sectors (MPS and HGF) the OA share of UNI was comparatively low. Possible reasons might be, on the one hand, that researchers based at universities enjoy a high degree of autonomy guaranteed by the German constitution that makes it difficult for the management to enforce compliance with OA policies. On the other hand, research at German universities covers a large variety of disciplines and fields, including those with both high and low adoption of OA.

Evidence for the influence of disciplinary publication cultures on OA shares can be drawn from the scatter plot of another sector of the research system, the MPS. Following the divisions of the four quadrants separated by the two median lines, physics and astronomy institutes were located in the upper right corner with a high publication output and a high OA percentage. Researchers in this field traditionally tend to publish preprints on subject-specific repositories and the landscape of the journals are characterised by a high level of openness (Taubert, 2019). In the upper left quadrant with similarly high OA shares but with lower publication counts, institutions with a life science profile dominated. In the lower left quadrant humanities’ and social sciences’ institutions accumulated, having had a lower publication output in journals covered by WoS-KB and a lower OA share. Lastly, the lower right quadrant, characterised by an above-average number of publications, but an OA share lower than median, was occupied mostly by institutions with a focus in materials research.

In the case of the HGF the distribution also seems to be influenced by the disciplinary publication culture. The majority of institutions with an OA percentage above the median value were located in the natural and life sciences. The highest OA share (84%) of all Helmholtz institutes was registered for the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) a large scale research facility in (particle) physics. The plot showing the institutions of the HGF also suggests that disciplinary publication cultures have had a stronger influence on the OA share than institutional support. For example, the Jülich Research Centre (FZJ) and the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) both support publication in fully OA journals with their publication funds and provide repositories for self-archiving but their overall OA percentages were below the median value for this sector (52% and 41% compared to a median value of 63%).

The FhS is a more application-oriented sector, and committed not only to scientific research but also to product and process innovation in the economy. Therefore, other output formats aside from journal publications, like patents and technology products are aimed for. However, those are not covered by this analysis. The reduced focus on journal publications may also result in fewer or less intense initiatives at Fraunhofer institutes to increase OA shares, which may partly explain the lower OA shares of most of the Fraunhofer institutes as well as the lower total journal publication outputs.

An interpretation of the results for the WGL and the GRA is less straightforward, since these two sectors comprise heterogeneous institutions regarding their missions and orientations. However, the disciplinary publication culture again seems to play a certain role also here. The two leading institutions in each sector, namely the Leibniz-Institute for Astrophysics Potsdam (AIP), the Leibniz Institute for Solar Physics (KIS), the Robert Koch Institute (RKI), and the Deutscher
Wetterdienst (DWD) can all be attributed to the natural sciences, and physics in particular, as well as to the life sciences.

**Fig. 5** OA shares of German research institutions with at least 100 publications in 2010-2018, grouped by sectors. The color of the boxes groups sectors into universities with a typically high total journal publication output and diverse subject profile, research-oriented institutes with a medium journal publication output and often a specific disciplinary focus, practise oriented institutions with a comparatively low journal publication output, as well as sectors with diverse missions of their institutions. Points display the OA shares for individual institutions. Bars show the median, boundaries of the boxes are at first and third quartiles. Whiskers extend to the furthest value no further than 1.5 * IQR from the hinge, where IQR is the interquartile range, or distance between the first and third quartiles. Outliers are displayed separately as colored points. Notches indicate approximate 95% confidence intervals for the median values. Non-overlapping notches imply a strong indication that median values differ significantly.

Figure 5 quantifies the observations regarding the variability of OA shares within sectors that we already made in Figure 4. Using the non-overlapping of boxplot notches as an approximate measure of significant differences in median, we deduce that the two research-oriented sectors, HGF and MPS, had significantly higher median values for the OA percentage than the other sectors. On the other end of the spectrum, the more practise-oriented institutes of the FhS had a much lower OA percentage than all other sectors. UNI with a typically very diverse disciplinary profile, and WGL and GRA with their diverse primary missions all had intermediate levels of their median OA percentage. Furthermore, we can confirm the observation that the variation of OA percentages within the sector of UNI is very low, whereas for the WGL the diverse strategic focuses might be a key factor explaining the high spread of OA shares.

Regarding research question RQ2, we found large differences in the degrees of OA adoption for the research sectors of the German research landscape. These differences may originate from the diverse disciplinary profiles of the research institutions as well as differing key missions.
Moreover, the different orientations toward basic research versus application in practise or supply of infrastructure typically amount to vastly different importance of journal publication as a research output. However, more rigorous investigations are necessary to determine the influence of the different factors.

Prevalences of OA categories

As outlined previously, there are several ways of providing OA to publications. In this section, research question RQ3 is addressed as the prevalence of the most widespread OA routes is investigated: OA via repositories (Green OA) and via journals (Gold OA). In the case of Gold OA, we further distinguished between articles in fully OA journals and other types of OA provided by journals (e.g., delayed, hybrid and promotional OA). In the case of repositories, we distinguish between disciplinary, institutional, and other OpenDOAR-listed repositories as well as sources not registered within OpenDOAR. The OA categories are non-exclusive, that is, an article might be counted for several categories. Articles were fully counted in every category they appear in. Hence, numbers do not sum up to the total number of articles considered in this study, and percentages do not sum up to one hundred per cent.

As a first step, the relevance of the two main OA types is analysed in Figure 6.

![Figure 6](https://example.com/image.png)

**Fig. 6** Development of the number of articles per OA-type and their overlap. Highlighted in blue are the number of articles per OA host type ('by Host') with articles made available only via a journal on the left, articles available only in repositories on the right and the overlap, that is, articles openly accessible via both a journal and a repository, in the middle. Grey area shows the remaining OA articles.

The most striking observation is that the majority of openly accessible journal articles (51% of all OA articles over the whole observation period) were available through both types: via the journal and also via at least one repository. Moreover, this overlap also shows the strongest increase over time, from 12,136 articles in 2010 to 31,237 in 2018. Articles that were available exclusively via a journal are the minority, yet the numbers have risen strongly over time from 4,860 articles in 2010 to 7,668 articles in 2018. In addition, there is a relatively steady amount of around 15,500 articles published every year which was OA exclusively via a repository.

---

25 Exact numbers can be found in *Table S.1.3* in the supplementary material.
A closer inspection of the data reveals that of the articles which were OA exclusively via a journal (highlighted in blue as ‘by Host’ in the left column in Figure 6), only 33% were published in fully OA journals, while the remaining 67% were other journal provided OA types like delayed, hybrid and promotional OA. This distribution strongly differs from the second group, where OA was provided via journals and repositories (highlighted in blue as ‘by Host’ in the middle column in Figure 6). Here, more than half of the articles (54%) were published in fully OA journals. In other words: it is more likely for an article in a fully OA journal to be archived on a repository than for an article where journal-provided OA follows a different model. Robinson-Garcia et al. (2020) suggest that this partially might be a result of indexing in PubMed Central including Europe PMC.

Turning to the repository categories, and keeping in mind that articles may be deposited in more than one repository, in both cases (overlap and exclusively repositories), subject-specific repositories contributed the largest share. However, while little more than half (54%) of the articles that were OA exclusively via a repository (highlighted in blue in the right column of Figure 6) were deposited on a subject-specific repository, this was the case for almost 80% of articles in the overlapping group. A similar observation can be made for the residual category ‘other_reпо’ with 30% occurrence in the exclusive repository group, and 49% in the overlapping group. Institutional repositories (around 40%) as well as other OpenDOAR registered repositories (around 14%) appeared equally often in both groups.26

![Fig. 7](development_of_the_percentage_of_journal_articles_per_oa_category_categories_are_non-exclusive-that_is_articles_may_be_counted_for_more_than_one_category-grey_areaDisplays_the_total_percentage_of_the_major_oa_type_journal_or_repository.png)

**Fig. 7** Development of the percentage of journal articles per OA category. Categories are non-exclusive, that is articles may be counted for more than one category. Grey area displays the total percentage of the major OA type (journal or repository).27

---

26 For details see Table S.3.3 in the supplementary material.

27 Exact numbers can be found in Table S.2.1 in the supplementary material.
Figure 7 shows that of all OA sub-categories, journal- and repository-provided, subject-specific repositories as classified by OpenDOAR were the most prevalent OA subtype in each year of the period analyzed in this study. This is in contrast to findings from earlier studies that base their analyses on the field best OA location of Unpaywall (Martin-Martin 2018 et al., Piwowar et al. 2018, Voigt et al. 2018).

Regarding the different journal OA subtypes, three findings are highlighted here: First, there was a growth of the percentage for both articles in fully OA journals and for other OA types provided by journals (other_oa_journal) in the observation period. Second, the growth of the percentage of articles in fully OA journals was larger and at first glance it seems that this sub-category has become more important than other OA types provided by journals. However, these trends should be interpreted carefully as there was a notable drop in the percentage of other OA types provided by journals in the years 2016-2018. This is most likely caused by delayed OA journals where some or all articles of a journal are made available after a certain embargo period which can extend up to several years. Articles from these publication years may therefore not have been openly accessible at the time of analysis but will become OA in the near future. Third, most articles in fully OA journals were published with Springer Nature and Public Library of Science (PLOS). However, the strongest increases over time, mirroring the overall increment in this category, were found for Springer Nature, Frontiers Media SA, and MDPI AG. Publication volumes in PLOS grew from 827 articles in 2010 to 3,086 in 2013 and from then on continuously decreased, though they remained at a generally high level: in 2018, there were still 1,774 articles published by German research institutions in PLOS journals.

Regarding OA provided by repositories and its subtypes, we stress three main findings: First, deposition in subject-specific repositories (opendoar_subject) was, in terms of OA share, by far the most important subtype. There are no hints that this situation will change in the near future as there has been a sustaining growth of the OA share of this subtype. A more detailed look into the data reveals that the gain for subject specific repositories can be attributed mostly to the arXiv and PubMed Central including Europe PMC. This suggests that a few disciplinary publication cultures impacted the continuing relevance of this OA publication practice. Second, there was a notable drop in the share of articles openly accessible via residual repositories not registered with OpenDOAR (‘other_repo’) in the years from 2016 to 2018. This decrease in recent years is almost entirely caused by records found on Semantic Scholar, accounting for almost 83% of all articles in this category. The slight decrease in OA publication for institutional repositories (‘opendoar_inst’) in the last year is presumably caused by delays in deposition due to self-archiving embargoes allowing a deposition only after a certain period. Another reason might be that not all articles were delivered into the institutional repository by the authors themselves immediately after submission or publication. Third, the remaining category opendoar_other shows a continuous increase, which was, however, not as steep as the growth in subject-specific repositories or in fully OA journals.

In the next step, we analysed if the sectors differ regarding the adoption of OA (see research question RQ3). To explore this, OA percentages per category were calculated for each sector. Figure 8 displays the results.
Fig. 8 OA shares per category and sector of articles published between 2010 and 2018. Coloring and size of the points displays the percentage in the respective category. Grey numbers display the percentage value. Note that categories are not exclusive, so percentages do not necessarily add up to 100.\textsuperscript{28}

In each sector, the most prevalent type was OA provided by disciplinary repositories. Sectors with a high OA share, like the MPS, had high proportions of OA provided by subject-specific repositories, but also in the case of the FhS that had the lowest overall OA share, this type contributed the most. It is likely that the OA shares of subject-specific repositories reflect to what extent disciplines with strong self-archiving practices contributed to the publication output of the different sectors.

With respect to OA provided by institutional repositories, a comparison of the sectors shows that HGF, an organization with a comparable strong hierarchical structure and a central unit that

\textsuperscript{28} The underlying numbers can be found in Table S.2.1 in the supplementary material.
supports OA, had the highest respective OA shares, while the shares for UNI and FhS were both comparatively low. These findings are compatible with the assumption that the OA share of this type is at least to some extent affected by the relevance of self-archiving in a particular type of organization and the ability of the organization to enforce their members to self-archive their publications. In addition, the secondary publication right granted by German copyright may play a role in the higher share of self-archiving in the non-university sectors as this right applies to mainly third-party funded research only. For articles in the category ‘opendoar_other’, the particularly high share for MPS is a data artefact caused by an ambiguous classification of the repository of MPS as both “institutional” and “aggregating” within OpenDOAR. Such repositories, which are registered within OpenDOAR but not unambiguously classified, were labelled as ‘opendoar_other’ in our analysis. The results for the category ‘other_repo’ are difficult to interpret as this category is dominated by a single repository - Semantic Scholar - that aggregates various content from different sources.

Regarding OA provided by journals, two findings of the cross-sectoral comparison are highlighted: First, the percentage of articles published in fully OA journals seems to be largely independent from the type of organisation as the shares of different sectors do not vary much from the overall percentage of that category for the German research system. The results suggest that the shares of the sector may be influenced primarily by the extent to which journals apply a full OA publishing model and not so much by organisational factors.

Second, this finding sharply contrasts to the distribution of the OA shares of the other_oa_journal type, as MPS had a remarkably higher share in this category compared to the overall proportion for all sectors. A more detailed look into the access conditions of the journals that contributed the most to the publication output of MPS in this category shows that the high share to a large extent results from the delayed OA model that is applied by large journals in physics, astronomy, and the life sciences. Therefore, the high OA share of MPS in this category mainly reflects the disciplinary profile of MPS with a strong publication output in these disciplines.

**Overlap of OA categories**

For 72% of all OA articles in our dataset, Unpaywall tracked more than one OA full text link. In our analysis, we classified each OA location according to our schema in Table 2. As noted before, our categories are non-exclusive, i.e. articles that are openly accessible through different means were counted once in each of the categories. In order to quantify this overlap, Figure 9 displays the most common combinations of OA categories found.
Fig. 9 Overlap of different OA categories (as per schema in Table 2). Only the 20 most prevalent combinations are displayed. Bars on the left show the total number of articles per category. Connected points on the right show combinations of categories. The upper bar plot displays the number of articles per combination of categories (e.g., the leftmost black bar shows the number of articles for which all locations are classified as subject-specific repositories. The fourth from the left one shows how many articles are openly available in a non-fully OA journal and via a subject-specific repository). Colors correspond to the OA route (via a journal or via a repository).

The largest groups were articles available only through a subject-specific repository, followed by articles freely accessible exclusively via a non-fully OA journal and articles on institutional repositories only. Next, several combinations, including articles that were available via a fully or non-fully OA journal as well as through one or more types of repositories, for example on a disciplinary and an institutional repository, followed. These articles were counted fully in each of the OA categories they appeared in. Figure 9 highlights that many articles published in fully OA journals were available through repositories simultaneously, while a larger proportion of OA articles published in otherwise toll-access journals was only available through the publisher website.

With respect to question RQ3, we found that subject-specific repositories are the most prevalent OA type over the whole period on the national level as well as for each sector. However, the percentages for publication in fully OA journals and OA via institutional repositories show similarly steep increases over the observed period. A comparison of the development in different sectors suggests that organisational factors (like centralised or decentralised OA adoption) may influence the share of OA via institutional repositories, and disciplinary profiles may impact the prevalence of OA in subscription-based journals, whereas publication in fully OA journals seems to be affected mainly by the availability of journals offering this publishing model.
Conclusion

Key findings and contributions

Our study presents the first comprehensive empirical study investigating institutional OA uptake in Germany. By reflecting the heterogeneity of German universities and non-university research organisations, this study acknowledges the peculiarities of the German research landscape. Similar to the international trend and related studies, the overall OA share has grown substantially between 2010-18. However, large variations are observed in terms of productivity, OA uptake and adoption strategies, which can be best explained by the heterogenous research landscape in Germany.

Our study contributes to the evolving body of country-level and institution-specific OA studies. We drew on a quality-assured institutional address coding of the German research landscape based on cleaned and unified Web of Science address information provided by the German Competence Centre for Bibliometrics. Because of this unique affiliation disambiguation effort, we were able to examine not just universities, but also non-university research organisations and their institutions in Germany. Although the evidence-base for OA has evolved in the last years, bibliometric studies on OA still suffer from a lack of standardized methodologies. Most importantly, overlaps between different OA categories need to be addressed. By making these intersections apparent for the German research publication output, our findings demonstrate that prioritizing one route over another can lead to misleading interpretations.

Methodological considerations

This study extends existing approaches to address the heterogeneous landscape of OA evidence sources. Combining different journal data sources extends the evidence base for fully OA journals. The inclusion of repository metadata from OpenDOAR further differentiates Unpaywall’s classification of repository-provided OA. Our findings highlight the important role of subject-specific repositories for disseminating journal articles from authors affiliated with German research institutions, followed by institutional repositories. Likewise, our repository classification reflects that standards and interoperability are defining elements of OA repositories. In OpenDOAR, only repositories supporting the OAI protocol are listed, which allows to distinguish whether a full-text is disseminated by a repository complying with this standard or by other means. Most prominently, the recent inclusion of full-text links from the academic search engine Semantic Scholar to Unpaywall as repository-provided OA demands careful consideration when analysing Green OA.

Limitations

This study is not without limitations. Importantly, it must be noted that our focus was on journal articles indexed in the Web of Science only. It is a well-discussed issue in bibliometrics that the Web of Science has a selective coverage and, therefore, likely misses important parts of the
scholarly output of an academic institution. But also OA evidence sources are not without limitations. Unpaywall only tracks Crossref DOIs. Therefore, we were only able to obtain article-level OA evidence for Crossref-indexed publications. Other OA discovery solutions like BASE, OpenAIRE and CORE presumably complement Unpaywall's evidence base, in particular, regarding repository-provided content. Although an important part of OA articles was provided through otherwise toll-access journals, we did not further differentiate this OA approach because of the ongoing methodological challenges involved in identifying when an article was made openly available on a journal website. Likewise, it was out of the scope of this study to identify which versions of an article manuscript compared to the peer-reviewed version was made deposited within what time frame in a repository.

**Outlook**

This study is exploratory and time-dependent. Because of the observed large variations in OA publishing patterns between German research sectors, future studies will need to integrate further organisational and subject-specific factors to examine how and to which extent they affect institutional OA adoption. These can be the availability of OA support structures, as well as the disciplinary profile of an institution. But also authorship patterns in terms of author role and collaboration, which were out of the scope of this study, can contribute to a better understanding of OA adoption at the institutional level.

Recently, Germany and other European countries have started to successfully negotiate transformative agreements with major publishers. Transformative agreements enable corresponding authors to publish OA in subscription-based journals that, in principle, intend to transfer to a full OA business model in future. The journal’s belonging to a publisher and corresponding author affiliations therefore become important factors in future bibliometric OA investigations. If these transformative agreements mandate open and standardised scholarly data from the publishers, this will likely extend the evidence-base not just for OA specific, but for all kinds of bibliometric studies.

Overall, our results enable data-driven decision-making in the context of OA in Germany at the level of institutions. Against the background of the ongoing OA adoption in general and the negotiation of transformative agreements in particular, our empirical findings can serve as a baseline to assess the impact of this new publishing model in the future.
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